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Student:

Homeroom:

Books by Troy Cummings!

Please make checks payable to

White Eagle Elementary School

This picture book highlights a letter writing campaign by Arfy, 

a homeless mutt. Arfy writes to every person on Butternut 

Street about what a great pet he’d make. His letters share 

that he’s housebroken, has his own squeaky bone, and can 

learn to live with cats! But no one wants him. Readers will be 

happily surprised to learn who steps up to adopt Arfy. 

Hardcover

Presale order forms due:
Wednesday, May 1

Price Qty Subtotal

$18.31

($16.99 

+ Tax)

$10.76

($9.99 

+ Tax)

$5.38 

($4.99

+ Tax)

$5.38 

($4.99 

+ Tax)

Can I Be Your Dog?

Alexander Bopp has just moved to Stermont – and it’s one 

creepy town! He finds a notebook filled with monster 

drawings, then he sees those same monsters around town! 

The notebook helps him fight balloon goons (story 1), fish-

kabob monsters (story 2), and jumping shadows (story 3).

The Notebook of Doom Collection:

Rise of the Balloon Goons, Day of the Night 

Crawlers, and Attack of the Shadow Smashers

Alexander stumbles into a VERY large footprint. And his 

friend Rip keeps finding candy in the street. What kind of 

monster leaves such large footprints? And who’s leaving all 

this candy around? Alexander, Rip, and Nikki must figure out 

these mysteries fast – before it’s too late!

The Notebook of Doom: Whack of the P-Rex

The Binder of Doom: Brute-Cake

Troy Cummings 

visits our school on 

Thursday, May 2!

Have him sign the 

books you buy!

Total:

First book in a new Doom series! Alexander Bopp is the 

leader of a club whose members are sworn to protect the 

town from monsters. But there haven't been monsters to fight 

for months. Alexander misses his best friends -- and fellow 

club members. Then he starts finding weird old-timey objects, 

cake crumbs, and creepy monster cards all over town! Could 

the monsters be back?


